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Abstract
We use the -calculus to model the evolution of biochemical systems, taking advantage of
their similarities with global computation applications. First, we present a reduction semantics
for the -calculus from which causality and concurrency can be mechanically derived. We prove
that our semantics agrees with the causal de-nitions presented in the literature. We also extend
our semantics to model biological compartments. Then, we show the applicability of our proposal
on a couple of biological examples.
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1. Introduction
A network of proteins can be seen as a computing machinery, made of process-
ing agents that cooperate to achieve a common goal. Agents autonomously compute
on their own and exchange information each other [51]. This informal description
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applies as well to concurrent system, that are made of large number of geographi-
cally dispersed, possibly mobile and communicating computing agents. This paradigm
is now-a-days called global computing. Process calculi are the most popular formalism
to describe and study global computing applications. One of the most popular process
calculi is the -calculus [39]. Regev et al. [52] were the -rst to use the -calculus
as a model of biochemical processes, taking advantage of similar experiences in the
Petri net -eld [17,18,20] and on the results from process calculi for mobility. They
model reactants as -calculus processes and biochemical reactions as communications.
The authors claim that the -calculus permits to better integrate dynamics, molecular
and biochemical details. Further work lead to a more precise model [47], based on
the stochastic -calculus [45], an extension of the original calculus with probabilistic
distributions that govern the race conditions. So, also quantitative aspects of reactions
can be taken into account. Besides the study of quantitative aspects like the one men-
tioned above, the literature on concurrency has many proposals on the description of
the causal relations between the activities that agents perform, as well as of the relation
of independence between actions (concurrency). According to its supporters, causality
permits more accurate representations of the behaviour of concurrent systems than clas-
sical interleaving representations; in particular, causality seems to play a relevant role
in understanding complex biochemical pathways. Also, a single causal representation
describes all the behaviour in which independent activities are temporally linearized,
thus oJering a more concise model. In this paper we oJer such a causal extension of
the -calculus, and we apply it to a couple of biological examples. Technically, we
exploit the so-called enhanced operational semantics (EOS for short) [9,10], a non-
standard way of describing the behaviour of concurrent systems. In this approach, the
transitions of a system from one state to another have rich labels that allows for re-
trieving many aspects of a computation, including qualitative ones, like causality, and
quantitative ones, like those based on probabilistic distributions. Here, we re-phrase the
EOS of the -calculus proposed in [8] and we obtain a reduction semantics for the
calculus, that also expresses causality—to the best of our knowledge, this is the -rst
causal reduction semantics available. We also slightly re-ne our semantics to model
biochemical compartments. Some biological interactions require that reactants belong
to the same boundary region, and we model this constraint by requiring that processes
modelling the reactants are “close” enough. Our -rst example models the activation
of the transcription factor NF-AT, which plays a crucial role in the process of T-cell
activations. This process has been widely studied in immunology and oncology and
it is well-characterized. From our simulation, we obtain causal relations that reMect
faithfully experiments in vitro; in particular, we describe the independence of the two
pathways activated by the T-cell antigene receptor TCR and the need of both for ac-
tivating the transcription factors AP-1 and cytosolic NF-AT. Exploiting our extension
concerning proximity of processes, we also model the situation in which the presence
of Cyclosporine A inhibits the translocation of cytosolic NF-AT in the cell nucleus.
In the second example, we model (a simpli-ed version of) the well-studied glycolysis
pathway that degrades glucose. The causal relation that we extract from the computa-
tions of our concurrent systems has an intuitive graphical representation. Our diagrams,
similar to those of Petri Nets (see e.g. [18]), seem to be superior to the pictures
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commonly used by biologists to describe biochemical processes. For example, the dia-
grams used by KEGG [26] statically describe the net of possible reactions and provide
no animation of it (the reader may compare our Fig. 6 for glycolysis pathway with
the KEGG version at http://www.kegg.com); also, the semantics of KEGG diagrams
is left implicit. Instead, our graphics explicitly describe pathway evolutions, stage by
stage, originated from a formal model. Consequently, the attention is focused on the
Mow of reactions that occur in the process, and not only on their reactants. Additionally,
the formal description of the pathways permits software simulations that oJer cheap
pre-views of tests before actually carrying them out (e.g., relying on the BIOSPI soft-
ware [47,52]). This paper mainly concentrates on causality, but in the EOS approach,
the qualitative and the quantitative aspects are orthogonal to each other; see [42] for
a discussion on the Mexibility of EOS. Note that the possibility of merging together
description of the evolution of biological systems with their quantitative measures driv-
ing the dynamic behaviour within a single framework is a step towards the de-nition
of a powerful tool for assisting biologists. The important aspect of our approach is
that it is based on formal methods. So we oJer -ne grounds both for de-ning mathe-
matical models of biological systems and for analysing their various facts, as well as
for making stochastic simulations. Indeed, the very same semantics allows for deriving
many diJerent aspects that can have the same uniform graphical representation, and
then can be combined together to yield increasingly more detailed and accurate models
of biochemical processes. All the above makes us con-dent that our proposal can be
used as a descriptive (biological) tool and supports our feeling that it may oJer the
basis for developing also prescriptive (biological) tools.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 brieMy recalls the standard -calculus,
while our proved variant of it is in Section 3. This section contains the needed de--
nitions and results, among which the theorem stating the correctness of our semantics.
All the proofs and some auxiliary de-nitions are in Appendix A and may be safely
skipped by an uninterested reader. Section 4 recalls from [8] the notion of causality.
Our simple treatment of compartments is in Section 5. Section 6 works out in de-
tail our two examples. The -nal sections brieMy discuss related work and draw some
conclusions.
2. The standard -calculus
We brieMy recall the -calculus [39], a model of concurrent communicating agents,
or processes, based on the notion of naming. Roughly, processes can perform actions
in sequence or concurrently and can also choose among alternatives. The basic actions
consist of the complementary activities of sending or receiving values (represented by
names) along a channel (also represented by a name). When two sub-processes per-
form complementary activities on the same channel, a communication occurs, and the
whole process performs a transition, possibly changing its state, thus altering its future
behaviour. The semantics of the calculus speci-es how processes perform their actions,
giving rise to their computations. We -rst de-ne formally the syntax of processes as
follows.
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Denition 1 (Processes). Let N be a countable, in-nite set of names ranged over by
a; b; : : : ; x; y, and let  be a distinguished element such that N ∩{}= ∅. Processes are
denoted by A; B; C; : : : ; and are built from names according to the BNF-like syntax
A ::= 0|:A|A+ A| A |A |(x)A|[x = y]A |X (y);
where  is either x(y) for input, or x〈y〉 for output or  for silent moves and X is an
agent identi-er (with a single parameter y, for simplicity).
We assume that processes are guarded, so summands are of the form :A or 0 (that
will be omitted when in trailing position).
The inactive process 0 does nothing. The pre-x  denotes the -rst atomic action
that the process :A can perform. The input pre-x binds the name y in the pre-xed
process. Intuitively, some name y is received along the link named x. The output
pre-x does not bind the name y which is sent along x. The silent pre-x  is needed to
keep short the representation of biological behaviour (see Section 6.2). The operator
(x) acts as a static binder for the name x in the process A that it pre-xes. In other
word, x is a unique name in A which is diJerent from all external names. Matching
[x=y]A is an if–then operator: process A is activated only if x=y. The process
A |B describes a system in which there are two concurrent processes, A and B, that
may evolve independently or may interact through a communication. The process A+B
behaves either as A or as B. Finally, X (y) represents the call to a constant, that has
a unique de-nition on the form X (z)=A, where z plays the role of formal parameter.
The semantics of a process is de-ned by a transition system, i.e. a pair 〈States;→〉.
The set States contains all the -processes, that represent the states that a concurrent
system can pass through. A transition A→B describes the steps of a computation, i.e.
the transition from the state A to the state B. The standard way to de-ne the transitions
is by a set of inference rules, inducing on the syntax. A notion of structural congruence
on processes is usually introduced. It reduces the number of inference rules needed,
and reMects some intuition about the behaviour of processes, e.g. that A |B behaves
like B |A. We now de-ne formally the structural congruence and the semantics of the
-calculus, given in a reduction style. The auxiliary notions of free names fn() and
bound names bn() of a pre-x  is given by the following table; it can be extended
to processes in a straightforward way assuming input pre-x and restriction as binders:
 Kind fn() bn()
 Silent ∅ ∅
x(y) Input {x; y} ∅
x〈y〉 Output {x; y} ∅
The structural congruence ≡ on processes is the least congruence satisfying the
following clauses:
1. A≡B if A and B are -equivalent;
2. (A=≡;+; 0); (A=≡; |; 0) are commutative monoids;
3. [x= x]A≡A;
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Table 1
Reduction semantic






(a) A→ (a) A′






; X (x) def= A
4. ( x)( y)A≡ ( y)( x)A (simply written as ({x; y})A), ( x)A≡A if x =∈fn(A),
( x)A |B≡A | ( x)B if x =∈fn(A).
Roughly speaking, the -rst item says that processes that only diJer in bound names
have the same semantics. The second item says that the order of processes in a sum-
mation or in a parallel composition is immaterial; additionally, the inactive process
can be discarded. The third item permits to simplify a condition when satis-ed. Then,
there are some clauses handling binders: their order is irrelevant and so is a binder on
a name that does not occur; also, the scope of a binder can be enlarged under cer-
tain circumstances. The semantics for -calculus is de-ned in a reduction-style [38] by
the inference rules in Table 1. Note that we also have an axiom for an asynchronous
-move.
3. A proved reduction semantics for the -calculus
The semantics of the -calculus surveyed in the previous section does not consider
concurrency as a -rst class notion. Indeed, when two (or more) transitions not mutu-
ally exclusive are possible for a process, either one comes -rst and the other later or
vice versa (all their possible interleavings are considered); see the so-called expansion
theorem in process algebras [36]. For this reason, the semantics above is sometimes
referred to as interleaving. Also, there is no way to single out which are the sub-
processes that actually communicate and the eJects of this interaction. As mentioned
in the Introduction, the relations between transitions and their eJects, e.g. causality,
may help in better describing process behaviour; also other aspects, e.g. the places
where sub-processes reside may be important to know. If one is interested in these
aspects, the interleaving semantics is not enough, and the literature has many propos-
als to overcome this problem (see e.g. the references in [9]). Our starting point here
is the so-called Enhanced Operational Semantics [9] that has transitions carrying rich
labels (see Appendix A for its formal de-nition). Although this semantics is interleav-
ing in style, from the enhanced labels of its transitions one can mechanically derive
several diJerent aspects of computations, including qualitative ones (causality, locality,
etc.) and quantitative ones (time, probabilities, etc.). Remarkably, the causal semantics
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Fig. 1. Transforming a ternary tree into an equivalent binary one.
Fig. 2. The tree of (sequential) processes of NF-AT activation (see Section 6).
obtained in this way coincides with those presented in the literature [8]. Following
this approach, we introduce a reduction semantics, hereafter called proved reduction
semantics. We then show the correctness of our reduction semantics by proving (in
Appendix A) that a transition exists in our proved reduction semantics if and only
if the same transition, including its label, is in the EOS operational semantics. Our
formal treatment starts with the basic notion of address of a sequential component of
a system R (roughly, a process with a pre-x or a summation as top-level operator).
The following intuitive explanation may help. Consider the abstract syntax tree of R,
built using binary parallel composition as the main operator (Fig. 1). 1
So parallel processes are the nodes of the tree and sequential processes are its leaves.
Now, label the arc leading to the left (resp. right) son of a parallel composition with
‖0 (resp. ‖1). The (label of the) path from the root to a sequential process is its
address. Fig. 2 shows the tree of processes of the network of proteins used in an our
example. The process ZAP-70 has address ‖0‖0‖0‖1. Once chosen a particular tree of
processes, the addresses uniquely identify the sequential processes of the system (for
more details, see [2]). Note that the address of a sub-process P encodes a skeleton of
the context in which P occurs, as it represents the structure of the context as far as
the parallel operator is concerned.
Below we introduce our variant of the -calculus. The syntax of processes and
their congruence rules are given, pointing up the diJerences from standard ones. We
show then some simple property, and we conclude presenting the proved reduction
semantics and the equivalence with the SOS semantics. Our reduction semantics carries
additional information on transitions: we can reduce our semantics to the standard
one trashing them. Above we show how to derive a causal relation and (simple)
1 Note that our trees are binary because the | operator is binary. Considering an n-adic operator is easy:
it suQces to have ‖0 · · · ‖n−1 diJerent tags. Anyway, every n-adic tree can be represented as a binary one.
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Table 2
Non-interleaving reduction semantic
Com : (R+ #‖i#0x(w):P)|(S + #‖1−i#1x〈y〉:Q)
#〈‖i#0x(w);‖1−i#1x〈y〉〉−−−−−−−−−−−−−→RP{y=w}|Q
Par :
P  −→R P′
P|Q  −→R P′|Q
Res :
P  −→R P′
(a) P  −→R(a) P′
Tau :#:P #−→R P Struct :
Q≡P P  −→R P′ P′≡Q′








X (x) def= P
stochastic information from our proved semantics: the comparison is always with the
SOS semantics of [8].
Syntax: DiJerently than above, we change the syntax of processes so that each
action also carries the address of the sequential component it belongs to. Recall that
A; B; : : : are processes in the standard -calculus; below we extend them with addresses,
and we denote the “extended” processes by P;Q; : : : .
Denition 2 (Extended processes). An address is #∈{‖0; ‖1}∗, ! is the empty one.
Let N be a countable, in-nite set of names ranged over by a; b; : : : ; x; y, and let 
a set of distinguished element such that N ∩{}= ∅. Extended processes, or simply
processes when unambiguous, are denoted by P;Q; R; : : : ; and are built from N as in
De-nition 1, with #:P that substitute :P.
It is convenient to introduce a mapping from standard to extended processes and
vice versa. It helps in connecting the various semantics of the -calculus we consider.
Additionally, speci-cation of systems results more readable, as they can be written
according to the standard syntax and transformed to the extended one on demand. The
function T maps standard processes into extended ones and it is de-ned below by
inductively pre-xing actions with the address of the sequential processes they pre-x;
note that T unwinds the syntactic structure of processes until reaching a 0 or a constant.
We -rst need an auxiliary operator B that is invoked when T reach a parallel operator
or when a constant is replaced with his de-nition (see the rule for the constant in Table
2). It distributes to a sub-process P an address that encodes the skeleton of context of
the process in which P is supposed to be plugged in.
Denition 3 (Distributing addresses).
• #B 0= 0, • #B (#′:P)=##′:(#BP),
• #BP + Q=#BP + #BQ, • #BP |Q=(#BP) | (#BQ),
• #B (a)P=(a)#BP, • #B [x=y]P= [x=y]#BP,
• #B#′X (x)=##′X (x).
We can now de-ne T .
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Denition 4. Let A; B be standard processes and let B the operator introduced in the
next de-nition. The following is a bijection:
• T (0)= 0, • T (:A)= :T (A),
• T (A+ B)= T (A) + T (B), • T (A|B)= ‖0B T (A) | ‖1B T (B),
• T ((a)A)= (a)T (A), • T ([x=y]A)= [x=y]T (A),
• T (X (x))=X (x).
It is straightforward proving that T is a bijection between the two diJerent presen-
tation of processes, its inverse being the function that discards addresses (note that no
congruence is assumed yet). Given a process on its standard form, this transformation
operates in linear time with the number of pre-xes. Also, T speci-es a pre-processing
step, that however has to be re-applied to a constant when invoked (see the de-nition
of structural congruence below).
Example 1. Consider the standard process E=(A | :(B + C)) |D, where A; B; C and
D are constants. Below we compute its extended version (skipping some steps). Note
that all the (standard) sequential processes get pre-xed by their addresses:
T ((A | :(B+ C)) |D) = ‖0 B T (A | :(B+ C)) | ‖1 B T (D)
= ‖0 B (‖0 B T (A) | ‖1 B T (:B+ C)) | ‖1D
= ‖0 B (‖0A | ‖1 B :(B+ C)) | ‖1D
= ‖0 B (‖0A | ‖1:‖1 B (B+ C)) | ‖1D
= ‖0 B (‖0A | ‖1:(‖1B+ ‖1C)) | ‖1D
= ‖0‖0A | ‖0‖1:‖0 B (‖1B+ ‖1C) | ‖1D
= ‖0‖0A | ‖0‖1:(‖0‖1B+ ‖0‖1C) | ‖1D:
For our subsequent treatment, it is convenient introducing two auxiliary operators.
The -rst one selects the subprocess of a process reachable through a given address.
Below, let i∈{0; 1}, and let Pi; Q be extended processes.
Denition 5 (Selector). The selector operator is de-ned as follows:
• P@!=P, • (a)P@#=P@#,
• (‖0BP0 | ‖1BP1)@‖i#= ‖iBPi@#, • [x=y]P@#=P@#.
Example 2. Consider again the process T (E) in Example 1 and select its subprocess
at ‖0‖1:
((‖0‖0A | ‖0‖1:(‖0‖1B+ ‖0‖1C)) | ‖1D)@‖0‖1:
By De-nition 5, the above can be written as
(‖0 B (‖0A | ‖1:(‖1B+ ‖1C)) | ‖1 B D)@‖0‖1
= ‖0 B [‖0A | ‖1:(‖1B+ ‖1C)]@‖1
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= ‖0 B [‖0 B A | ‖1 B [:(B+ C)]]@‖1
= ‖0 B ‖1 B :(B+ C)@!
= ‖0 B ‖1 B :(B+ C)
= ‖0‖1:(‖0‖1B+ ‖0‖1C):
In what follows, given a process P, we shall occasionally substitute a process Q
for P@#, whenever there is such a subprocess, written P[# →Q]. Note that Q may
replace a whole summation selected by P@# because it is considered as sequential
(see also the selector operator).
Denition 6. The localized substitution of Q at # within P is de-ned as
• P[! →Q] =Q,
• (‖0BP0 | ‖1BP1)[‖0# →Q] = ‖0BP0([# → Q]) | ‖1BP1,
• (‖0BP0 | ‖1BP1)[‖1# →Q] = ‖0BP0 | ‖1BP1([# → Q]),
• ((a)P)[# →Q] = (a)(P[# →Q]),
• ([x=y]P)[# →Q] = [x=y](P[# →Q]).
The two de-nitions above do not exploit the addresses of extended (sub)processes
because they are driven by syntactic operators within terms. Indeed, the very same
de-nitions can be applied to standard processes, as well. In what follows, we feel free
to overload the symbols @ and [# →Q].
Congruence: Below, we assume the structural congruence ≡ of the -calculus on
extended processes, as given in De-nition 2.
Structure preserving manipulations: We now state a couple of properties that relate
the syntactic structure of standard and of extended processes. These facts facilitate the
proof that the proved reduction semantics we are going to introduce below is just a
diJerent formalization of the behaviour of -processes. In particular, we shall prove
the equivalence between ours and the SOS semantics of [8]. Recall that A; B are pro-
cesses of the standard -calculus, and hereafter assume that they are closed (i.e. they
contain no free name). Our -rst property (items (a1), (a2)) shows that the function T ,
while generating extended processes from standard ones, preserves structural congru-
ence, provided that associativity and commutativity (as well as absorption of 0) of the
parallel operator is not assumed on standard processes—a basic choice in the causal
semantics of [8]. Our second property (b1), (b2) shows that the selector operator also
preserves structural congruence in the same way.
Proposition 1. Let ≡′ be the least congruence on standard processes satisfying the
clauses de;ning ≡, except for (P=≡; |; 0) being a commutative monoid. Then
(a1) A≡′B implies T (A)≡T (B),
(a2) T (A)≡T (B) implies A≡B
and
(b1) A@#≡′:B implies T (A)@#≡#:#B T (B),
(b2) T (A)@#≡#:#B T (B) implies A@#≡ :B.
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From now onwards, we feel free to re-arrange processes in such a way that restric-
tions occur all in the outermost position. This is done by exploiting the congruence
rules that enlarge restriction scope, possibly -converting names (recall Turner–Milner
theorem [37]).
Reduction semantics: Table 2 shows our reduction semantics. Unconventionally, our
semantics carries labels on the arrows to extract causality, just as it happens with
the SOS causal semantics of [8]. The labels record the address # where the action
took place. For the special case of -actions, the actual label can only be #, but for
technical reasons we allow the more general label # below (see beginning of Section
4). In case of a communication, also the addresses and the actions of the partners Pin
and Pout are recorded in a pair. For Pin |Pout to communicate, they must occur in some
context reachable, say, through the address #. So the actions of Pin and Pout must
be on the form #‖i#0x(w) and #‖1−i#1x〈y〉, respectively. The axiom Com originates
then the label of the reduction by singling out the common pre-x # of the input and
the output actions. The other rules are much standard, except for the rule Const, that
distributes the actual address of the constant X over the residual P′ of its body P.
Denition 7. A label is de-ned by the following syntax:
 ::= # |#〈‖i#0x(w); ‖1−i#1x〈y〉〉:
Example 3. We apply our new semantics to the process
P = T (a(x):Q | (b〈a〉 | b(y):y〈b〉:R));
which is on the form P= S | (T |U ). We -rst derive that
T |U = ‖1‖00+ ‖1‖0b〈a〉:‖1‖00 | ‖1‖10+ ‖1‖1b(y):‖1‖1y〈b〉:‖1‖1 B T (R)
〈‖1‖0b〈a〉;‖1‖1b(y)〉−−−−−−−−−−→R
‖1‖00 | ‖1‖1a〈b〉:‖1‖1 B T (R){a=y}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(∗)
This transition becomes the premise from which we derive that
P




Note that the inactive process have been -rst added and then removed to match the
Com rule. The next computation step is
(∗∗) 〈‖0a(x);‖1‖1a〈b〉〉−−−−−−−−−→R ‖0 B T (Q){b=x} | ‖1‖1 B T (R){a=y}:
It is straightforward recovering the standard semantics of the -calculus in Table 1
from our proved reduction semantics in Table 2. It suQced to discard the axiom Tau
and the labels from the rules (or from computations). As a matter of fact, we shall
use the extended labels to derive some aspects of computations, including causality.
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To make sure that our development is correct, we compare the semantics given here
to the one in [8] that is de-ned in an SOS style (see Appendix A). The following
theorem says that the two semantics do coincide.
Theorem 1. Let  −→S the relation de;ned in the late SOS semantics of [8], where  
is as in De;nition 7. Then, ∀A; B∈A, A  −→S B i= T (A)  −→R T (B), where  is as in
De;nition 7.
Theorem 1 enables us to carry over the computations de-ned through the proved re-
duction semantics all the non-interleaving aspects de-ned for the SOS semantics in [8].
In the next section, we consider one aspect of those considered there, namely causality.
It will be used to accurately describe qualitative aspects of biological evolutions. A
diJerent interpretation of transition labels permits to represent also quantitative aspects
(for an idea of how to do this see Section 5, for a complete presentation see, e.g. the
stochastic -calculus in [45] or the relabelling functions of [9,42]). The two interpreta-
tions are orthogonal and can be combined together to enhance the expressivity of our
descriptions [46].
4. Causality
Intuitively, a transition t causes a transition t′ if t occurs before t′ and t is a necessary
condition for t′, i.e. the pre-xes that originated them are nested in a pre-x chain. Such
a nesting is reMected in the labels of the transitions: roughly speaking, the address in
the label of t is a pre-x of the address in the other.
Following this intuition, we rephrase below the de-nition of causality given in [8] and
called there enabling. In the actual de-nition, we make use of the following auxiliary
function that “Mattens” labels:
• f(#)= {#},
• f(#〈‖0#0x(w); ‖1#1x〈y〉〉)= {#‖0#0x(w); #‖1#1x〈y〉}.
Note that below, we denote a transition P  −→R Q by its label  , only; we shall use
this shorthand hereafter, whenever unambiguous.
Denition 8 (Causal relation). Let P0
 0−→R P1  1−→R · · ·  n−→R Pn+1 be a computation,
and stipulate that  i❁  j iJ i¡j and #∈f( i) and ##′′ ∈f( j) (i.e.  i “contains”
an address that is a pre-x of an address of  j). Then
 i   j i=  i ❁∗  j
(in words  i causes  j), i.e.  is the reMexive and transitive closure of ❁.
Example 4. Consider the system of Section 6.1, the computation of which is in Fig. 4.
Its -rst fragment models the phosphorylation of the Z-chains of the transcription
factor NF-AT (transition t0) and the beginning of two independent pathways: the
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Fig. 3. A simple partial order: t0 causes both t1 and t3 that are in turn concurrent.
calcium=calcineurin (t3) and the Ras=MAP kinase (t1). So, the transition t0 precedes in
time the transitions t1 and t3, that have the following labels  0;  1;  3, respectively:
 0 = 〈‖0‖0‖0‖0bind z〈tcr〉; ‖0‖0‖0‖1bind z(tcr)〉;
 1 = 〈‖0‖0‖0‖1‖0bind grb2〈lat〉; ‖0‖0‖1bind grb2(lat)〉;
 3 = 〈‖0‖0‖0‖1‖1bind PLC〈lat1〉; ‖1‖1‖1‖1bind PLC(lat1)〉:
Now, t0 t1 because ‖0‖0‖0‖1bind z(tcr)❁ ‖0‖0‖0‖1‖0bind grb2〈lat〉 and t0 t3
because ‖0‖0‖0‖1bind z(tcr)❁ ‖0‖0‖0‖1‖1bind PLC〈lat1〉. Instead, neither t1 t3 nor
t3 t1.
The de-nition above yields a partial order 〈E;〉, where E is the set of transi-
tions. The three transitions of the example above give raise to the partial order that is
graphically represented in Fig. 3. The elements of the partial order are the transitions
themselves, and the presence of an arc between, e.g. t0 and t3, means that the -rst
causes the second. In other words, t0 must occur before and it is necessary for t3.
To enhance readability, we also represent the sub-processes that act in the transitions,
e.g. the process TCR and ZAP-70 interact to become LAT in the transition t0, and the
causal link from t0 to t3 passes through LAT . So we model pictorially the relation-
ships between reactants and reactions in the evolution of a biochemical process (cf.
the diagrams describing the dynamics of Petri nets [18]).
In the example above, the two transitions t1 and t3 are not causally related, and we
call them concurrent, as usual. In symbols
t  t′ if and only if t ˆ t′:
Since t1 and t3 are concurrent, they may occur in any temporal order and even at the
same time.
The relation of concurrency between transitions not only holds for the computation
considered, but for all the computations in which the transitions considered occur.
Indeed, Theorem 6.4 of [8] guarantees this fundamental fact and lifts the notion of
concurrency to processes.
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5. A simple compartment semantics
In the previous section, we derived from the proved semantics of the -calculus a
description of the causal relationship that holds between the transitions of a computation
and of concurrency between the pre-xes in a process. These relations can be represented
pictorially, thus helping in modelling and in better understanding biochemical pathways.
Here we are mainly interested in causality, but we wish to give evidence that notions
like neighbourhood can be easily accommodated in our framework.
In what follows, we present a simple manner of constraining reactions between
molecules, according to whether they are close enough to each other. In this way,
we naively model the regions of a cell, e.g. the nucleus and the cytosol. It is only
a matter of technicalities to make this description more sophisticated, and consider
explicitly reactant quantities and probabilistic distributions on reactions, rather than the
simple yes=no constraint we are going to describe. Nevertheless, the proposal below
suQces in describing the behaviour of a typical inhibitor of the NF-AT activation (see
Section 6.1).
We -rst introduce a notion of neighbourhood between sequential processes. Given
a(n extended) process P, let Addr(P)= {# |P@# is de-ned}. Then, one assumes as
given a distance
@ : Addr(P)× Addr(P)→ R+;
i.e. a function such that
• @(#; #′)= 0 iJ #=#′,
• @(#; #′)= @(#′; #),
• @(#; #′) + @(#′; #′′)¿@(#; #′′).
The function @ can now be used to forbid interaction between sub-processes whose
distance is greater than a given threshold /. To do that, it suQces putting a side
condition on the rule for interaction of the semantics in Table 2 as follows:
(R+ #‖0#0x(w):P)|(S + #‖1#1x〈y〉:Q) #〈‖i#0x(w);‖1−i#1x〈y〉〉−−−−−−−−−−−−→R P{y=w}|Q
if @(#‖i#0; #‖1−i#1)6 /:
6. Two examples
In this section, we apply our reduction semantic to two well-characterized biochem-
ical process. The results oJered by our modelizations reMect those of the experiments
in vitro. This makes us con-dent that our tools and techniques could be extended not
only to obtain readable descriptions of known biological evolutions, but also to extract
new properties on them.
Following [52], we view molecules and their behaviour as concurrent processes in
the -calculus. Essentially, molecules are a set of domains denoted by motifs. Two
molecules can interact if they have two complementary motifs. Such an interaction
produces a result called the residual of the reaction. Any molecule has some private
“information”, called backbone, that determines its identity. The interaction between
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two molecules can be seen then as sharing a backbone. The same happens with protein
complexes or cellular compartments [47].
As done in [52], motifs are represented by global channels (i.e. free names in a
system), and a reaction involving them is a communication on one of these channels.
Residuals of a reaction are processes pre-xed by an input=output action. Backbones are
private names of processes declared by a restriction. So, interaction between molecules
may result also in a scope enlargement. For simplicity, we left many residuals empty.
Indeed, in our example residuals are molecules activated (or deactivated) by phospho-
rylations (or dephosphorylations) and we ignore these activities here.
6.1. NF-AT activation
We model here the activation of the transcription factor NF-AT, which plays a
crucial role in the process of T-cell activations. NF-AT is composed of two subunits,
a cytosolic subunit, which belongs to the family of NF-AT proteins, and a nuclear
subunit, identi-ed as AP-1. The activation of NF-AT requires translocation of the
cytosolic subunit to the nucleus, where it can assemble with AP-1. This subunit in turn
requires to be phosphorylated to become transcription-competent. Regulation of the
subcellular localization of NF-AT is achieved by phosphorylation on speci-c serine
residues. When phosphorylated, the nuclear localization signal of NF-AT is masked
and NF-AT is therefore segregated to the cytosol. The engagement of a T-cell antigen
receptor (TCR) triggers an increase in intracellular calcium ions, which induces the
activation of the phosphatase calcineurin. Dephosphorylation of NF-AT by calcineurin
results in exposure of the nuclear localization sequence and translocation of NF-AT
to the nucleus. AP-1 is a heterodimer of nuclear oncoproteins Jun and Fos and it is
activated by phosphorylation of Jun and Fos on serine residues. Activation of the MAP
kinase pathway, which is also triggered by the TCR, is required for this process to occur
[48]. Hence, TCR engagement results in the activation of both pathways, the Ras=MAP
kinase and the calcium=calcineurin pathway, required for NF-AT activation [25].
To model the above, we consider the system Sys composed by the (active and inac-
tive) proteins needed to activate NF-AT. To show how causality helps describing this
biochemical process, it suQces to have a single instance of each reagent. More copies
only aJect the readability of the system and the representation of computations (see
Fig. 4). Each protein is represented by a process, that runs in parallel with each other:
Sys = (((TCR |ZAP-70) | Grb2) | SOS) | (RAS | (RAF | (cNF-AT |PLC))):
The part in common with the Ras=MAP kinase and the calcium=calcineurin pathway in-
volves two reactants, TCR and ZAP-70, that perform a phosphorylation of the Z-chains
of TCR and an interaction between the two. The residual of recruitment of ZAP-70 by
TCR enables the phosphorylation of LAT (i.e. his activation), that concludes the ini-
tialization. As said above, phosphorylation and dephosphorylation are ignored, as well
as the residuals they activate. So we group the three steps above in a single activity,
represented by the communication of the backbone tcr of TCR to ZAP-70.
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Fig. 4. A computation of Sys. For readability, the processes, enclosed in boxes, have no address. Causality
(both on transitions and processes) is represented by the (Hasse diagram resulting from the) arrows; their
absence makes it explicit concurrent activities.
Our speci-cation of the proteins TCR and ZAP-70 is then
TCR=( tcr)bind z〈tcr〉;
ZAP-70= bind z(tcr):LAT :
Activated LAT has two speci-c phosphorylated tyrosine residuals responsible of inter-
action with Grb2 (bind grb2) and PLC (bind PLC). Also, it has a backbone that will
be shared with the proteins which it will interact with, namely Grb2 and PLC. The
two domains may interact in parallel along the two pathways. To model correctly these
interactions, it is convenient to represent the backbone with two diJerent names, each
with its own scope. We call them lat1 and lat2.
Now we start modelling the -rst pathway, which leads to the activation of the
nuclear subunit AP-1. The domain ( lat1)bind grb2〈lat1〉 of LAT has no residual and
its motif bind grb2 is complementary to that of the protein Grb2. So the two proteins
can interact and activate the residual of Grb2. In turn, this interacts with SOS and
activates RAS. A further interaction sequentially activates RAF;MEK and ERK . The
pathway ends with the phosphorylation of Jun and Fos by ERK that stimulates the
ability of the AP-1 subunit to interact with the DNA in the cell nucleus. We specify
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the above in the standard -calculus as follows, where the members of the map kinase
cascade are represented by (indexed) internal actions .
LAT =( lat1)bind grb2〈lat1〉 | ( lat2)bind PLC〈lat2〉;
Grb2= bind grb2(lat1):bind SOS〈lat1〉;
SOS = bind SOS(lat1):bind RAS〈lat1〉;
RAS = bind RAS(lat1):bind RAF〈lat1〉;
RAF = bind RAF(lat1):MEK :ERK :AP − 1:
We now model the second pathway that activates the cytosolic subunit, represented
by the process cNF − AT . The domain ( lat2)bind PLC〈lat2〉 of LAT interacts with
phospholipase C. This interaction results in an increase of the free intracellular calcium
and activation of calcineurin CN. This molecule is a phosphatase that can dephospho-
rylate cNF-AT, enabling it to translocate to the nucleus. We group the interaction of
CN with cNF-AT and the dephosphorylation of the latter as a single communication
between the two molecules:
PLC = bind PLC(lat2):CN ;
CN =( cn)bind sub〈cn〉;
cNF-AT = bind sub(cn):nNF-AT ;
AP-1= bind ap1(cn);
nNF-AT = bind ap1〈cn〉:
As mentioned above, the tuning of NF-AT depends on both pathways. The -rst
one, RAS=MAP kinases, activates the nuclear subunit AP-1. The second pathway,
calcium=calcineurin, enables AP-1 to translocate within the nucleus of a cell, where
it interacts with the DNA.
To show these causality relations, we -rst extend the speci-cation above according to
De-nition 4. (Admittedly, this representation is heavy, but it is intended to be internal
only, and is mechanically generated.) Only the whole system and the constant LAT are
aJected and pre-xed by suitable strings made of tags ‖0 and ‖1:
Sys= (((‖0‖0‖0‖0TCR | ‖0‖0‖0‖1ZAP-70) | ‖0‖0‖1Grb2) | ‖0‖1SOS) |
(‖1‖0RAS | (‖1‖1‖0RAF | (‖1‖1‖1‖0cNF-AT | ‖1‖1‖1‖1PLC)));
LAT = ( lat1)‖0bind grb2〈lat1〉 | ( lat1)‖1bind PLC〈lat1〉:
As mentioned in Section 4, the causal relation 〈E;〉 of a computation has an immedi-
ate graphical representation. We construct a directed (acyclic) graph whose nodes are
the transitions themselves that represent the reaction (the elements of E), and there
is an arc from a transition t to t′ if and only if t t′, i.e. if the -rst reaction is a
necessary condition for the second to occur. Recall also that we represent the causal
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relation of a computation as a Hasse diagram, where only the immediate causes are
depicted and absence of arrows means concurrency. The computation of Sys is in
Fig. 4. The labels of its transitions are
t0 — 〈‖0‖0‖0‖0bind z〈tcr〉; ‖0‖0‖0‖1bind z(tcr)〉,
t1 — 〈‖0‖0‖0‖1‖0bind grb2〈lat〉; ‖0‖0‖1bind grb2(lat)〉,
t2 — 〈‖0‖0‖1bind SOS〈lat〉; ‖0‖1bind SOS(lat)〉,
t3 — 〈‖0‖0‖0‖1‖1bind PLC〈lat1〉; ‖1‖1‖1‖1bind PLC(lat1〉,
t4 — 〈‖0‖1bind RAS〈lat〉; ‖1‖0bind RAS(lat)〉,
t5 — 〈‖1‖0bind RAF〈lat〉; ‖1‖1‖0bind RAF(lat)〉,
t6 — 〈‖1‖1‖1‖1bind sub〈cn〉; ‖1‖1‖1‖0bind sub(cn)〉,
t7 — ‖1‖1‖0MEK ,
t8 — ‖1‖1‖0ERK ,
t9 — 〈‖1‖1‖1‖0bind ap1〈cn〉; ‖1‖1‖0bind ap1(cn)〉.
Example 4 shows that the initial interaction t0 causes both t1 and t3, that instead
are unrelated. It is also straightforward deducing that also t1 t2 t4 t5 t7 t8 but
none of them depend on t3; t6, or vice versa. Finally, t5; t6 t9, so reMecting that NF-AT
needs both pathways.
Our modelization of NF-AT activation pathway is correct, and faithfully respect in
vitro experiments. Unfortunately, as said in Section 5, our framework has a purely
non-deterministic semantics. Instead, compounds react according to some probability
distribution, determined by several quantitative factors, among which the most important
is the concentration of reactants, considered in the stochastic semantics proposed by
Priami et al. [47]. Also the distance between molecules has some eJects that we can
model by exploiting the simple compartment semantics of Section 5 to obtain more
accurate descriptions.
We illustrate the above by adding to Sys an inhibitor of the interaction of calcineurin
with cytosolic NF-AT. The cyclosporin A (CsA, for short) is an immunosuppressive
medication that interacts with the calcineurin in NF-AT and produces cyclophilin.
Roughly, the binding power of CsA is greater than that of NF-AT: this inhibitor has
thus a probability of bind calcineurin close to 1, while cytosolic subunit of NF-AT has
a low probability instead. To model this, we impose that the distance between CsA
and CN, the calcineurin present in NF-AT, is small, while the distance of CN and
cNF-AT is great.
Formally, we de-ne CsA as
CsA = bind sub(x):Cyclophilin
and the whole process becomes
Sys |CsA:
Now consider a suitable value T as threshold to be -xed according to many aspects, e.g.
presence of the reacting compounds in the same compartment, their concentration, etc.
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Fig. 5. The computation of Sys |CsA when the distance between CN and CsA is below threshold. It shows
that CsA act as an inhibitor of CN with cNF-AT.




As already seen the transition t3 produces CN. According to the new rule for commu-
nication given in Section 5, CN and CsA can interact through bind sub (see transition
t10 in Fig. 5) because their distance is below the threshold. Instead, CN and cNF-AT
cannot, being too far from each other. So CsA inhibits the transition t6 present in
Fig. 4 and the whole system gives raise to the partial order displayed in Fig. 5. Note
that the Ras=MAP kinase pathway is still followed, because we assumed that all the
reactants involved are close enough. Instead, the NF-AT is not generated, because the
calcium/calcineurin pathway has been interrupted.
The last part of our example shows how our approach could help testing in silico
medicines, thus making one step towards predictive medicine.
6.2. Glycolysis pathway
The glycolysis pathway (GP) is a sequence of reactions that converts glucose into
Pyruvate and Lactate with the production of a small amount of adenosine triphos-
phate. The GP is well studied in Systems Biology, e.g. there is an XML-based static,
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quantitative and qualitative representation [22] and a qualitative static and dynamic rep-
resentation in terms of a double strati-ed coloured Petri Net [18]. Particularly relevant
with respect to our modeling is the last one, because it has a graphical representation
similar to ours. As in the previous example, we put all the (active and inactive) pro-
teins needed to produce Lactate. For brevity here actions and constants are pre-xed by
their addresses. We consider the following system:
GPSys= (((‖0‖0‖0Gluc | ‖0‖0‖1ATP) | ‖0‖1ATP) |
((‖1‖0‖0G6Piso | ‖1‖0‖1GAP − 2) | ‖1‖1D3P)):
ATP is a molecule diJused in all living organism, and is involved in all biochemical
processes in which an energy exchange occurs. As a matter of fact, ATP was also
involved in the previous example about the activation of TCR; there we decided to
ignore it for keeping that description manageable. The ATP molecule can release
energy becoming ADP (adenosine diphosphate); ADP in turn can consume energy
becoming ATP. Following this, we de-ne ATP and ADP as
ATP = bind atp(x):ADP;
ADP = bind adp(x):ATP:
The -rst step of GP is represented by the phosphorylation of glucose (Gluc). Glu-
cose interacts with ATP trough channel bind atp and behaves as glucose 6-phosphate
(G6P):
Gluc = ( gluc)bind atp〈gluc〉:G6P:
The second step in glycolysis is the isomerization of glucose 6-phosphate to fructose
6-phosphate (F6P). We model this by an interaction of G6P with a process G6Piso:
G6P = ( g6p)bind g6piso〈g6p〉:FSP;
G6Piso = bind g6piso(g6p):
A second phosphorylation involves FSP trough an interaction with ATP. Its result is
fructose 1,6-bisphosphate (FBP):
FSP = ( fsp)bind atp〈fsp〉:FBP:
The second stage of glycolysis involves the cleavage of the 6-carbon fructose 1,6-
bisphosphate to 3-carbon sugars followed by isomerizations. This reaction generates
dihydroxyacetone phosphate (DHAP) and glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate (GAP):
FBP = ( fbp)bind fbp〈fbp〉:(‖0DHAP | ‖1GAP);
D3P = bind fbp(fbp):
The next reaction of glycolysis generates a high-potential phosphorylated compound,
1,3-bisphosphoglycerate (BPS). This compound is formed from glyceraldehyde
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Fig. 6. A computation of glycolysis pathway. The -transitions in the box give an abstract representation of
a series of reactions. Further details are in the dashed rightmost part.
3-phosphate by the action of the enzyme glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase
(GAP2).
GAP = ( gap)bind gap〈gap〉:BPS;
GAP2 = bind gap(gap):
Finally, the de-nition of BPS model the production of lactate (Lac):
BPS = B1:B2:Lac:
Here B1 and B2 are an abstraction of a 4-step reaction. The computation in Fig. 6
describes the evolution of GPSys and models the GP pathway. As said above the last
reactions of glycolysis produce also the formation of Pyruvate and more molecules of
ATP. This is accomplished by a rearrangement of 3-phosphoglycerate (3PG) to form
2-phosphoglycerate (2PG) followed by a dehydration to form phosphoenolpyruvate
(PEP). The -nal reactions are the formation of ATP and Pyruvate catalyzed by the
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enzyme Pyruvate kinase (Pyr), and their subsequent reduction to Lactate. Formally,
the two transition B1 and B2 are detailed as follows:
BPS = ( bps)bind adp〈bps〉:3PG;
3PG = 3PG:2PG;
2PG = 2PG:PEP;
PEP = ( pep)bind adp〈pep〉:PYR;
Pyr = Pyr:Lac:
The leftmost part shows the computation where BPS has the abridged de-nition.
The two -actions within the box are to be replaced by the whole computation in
the dashed box in the rightmost part of the -gure. The tool under development,
that displays computations, oJers its users to choose between the abstract represen-
tation and the more detailed one, thus simplifying to zoom in and out in pieces of
computations.
7. Related work
There are many proposal of biochemical modeling [4,7,11,17,41,49,52,55]. Here we
concentrate our attention to those relying on a linguistic level and to those based on
Petri Nets. Also, we brieMy survey proposals that use diJerential equations to model
reactions. A -nal paragraph discusses some proposals for repositories of biochemical
pathways.
The pioneering work on modeling biochemical systems with a calculus is the work
by Fontana and Buss [13] where a version of the !-calculus is used. A better ac-
count of pathways descriptions is proposed by Regev et al. [52] via a calculus for
mobility. As said in more detail at the beginning of Section 6, processes represent
compounds and communications represent interactions. This is the approach we fol-
lowed here. Then, Priami et al. [47] enrich this model with quantitative aspects. They
exploit a stochastic variant of the -calculus, originally proposed by Priami [45] to
evaluate the performance of concurrent and mobile processes. Along the same line
described above, we mention also the Bio-calculus proposed by Nagasaki et al. [41],
a framework that include an equation editor, an interpreter and a graphical interface;
its users describe pathways by using conventional biochemical equations. Recently,
Regev [50] proposed Bio-ambients, a variant of Cardelli and Gordon’s [3] Ambient
Calculi in which compartments are described as a hierarchy of boundary ambients. This
hierarchy can be modi-ed by suitable operations that have an immediate biological in-
terpretation. For example, the enter n primitive, that moves an ambient into a (sibling)
ambient n, models a compartment entry. Ambients contain compounds that interact
via communications. A communication is only possible if the involved processes obey
to some constraints, e.g. either they are in the same compartment (local communica-
tions), or they belong to two parallel compartments (sibling communication), or they
belong to two ambients one within the other (parent–child communication). The last
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two (non-standard)interactions are particularly suitable for biochemical modeling: for
example, parent–child communications model interactions between compounds that re-
side in the cytosol and in the nucleus, respectively. This approach is alternative to our
simple proposal of Section 5 that requires reactants to be close enough for interacting.
Danos and Laneve [6,7] and Chiaverini and Danos [5] recently proposed Core Formal
Molecular Biology, a process algebra that builds up on the basic primitives of the
-calculus. As in the other language-based models mentioned above, processes repre-
sent compounds, set of processes represent solutions, and their behaviour is given by a
set of rewriting rules, driven by suitable side conditions. The proposed rules are very
related to the biological realm and mimic typical reactions that occur in biochemical
networks, e.g. activation, synthesis, complexation, etc. The present version neither has
quantitative descriptions (like the stochastic one of [47]), nor advanced qualitative ones
(like causality studied here).
Petri Nets is a graphical formalism used to model concurrent systems [53]. Essen-
tially, a Petri Net is an automaton whose states are sets of distributed components,
called places. A transition may transform only some elements of a state, so more than
one transition can occur at the same time. Variants of Petri Nets has been widely used
in System Biology [17,18,20,31,44,49], also because of their intuitive graphical rep-
resentation, quite similar to our causal representation of process evolutions. However,
Petri Nets lack a satisfactory linguistic and algebraic level, so making it diQcult, e.g.
the composition of a system and a fortiori of their behaviour. Place=transition Petri
Nets are used in [49] for a qualitative analysis of biochemical processes. As expected,
places represent molecules and transitions represent reactions.
Recently, Heiner et al. [19] uses the semantics of the formalism to decide coherency
of models. Self-modi-ed Petri Nets are used to represent a quantitative model of bio-
chemical networks [20] and Hybrid Petri Nets [33] model regulatory networks by taking
into account concentrations of proteins and RNA. Stochastic activity networks (SANs)
extend Petri Nets, and are used in [40] for representing biological pathways and sim-
ulating their kinetics. MetaNets [31] are a graph theoretical model of metabolic gene-
expression networks. Nodes represent metabolites, enzymes and nucleic acid, while arcs
represent relationship between pairs of node (e.g. substrate, inhibitor). The method can
identify regulatory properties of metabolic networks. Among them, the GP pathway of
Section 6.2 is modelled as a (double strati-ed) coloured Petri Nets and some properties
have been deduced using invariant-based techniques. Recent approaches are based on
statecharts that build a qualitative model of cellular systems with molecular components
[21,23,24].
There is another approach to the simulation of biochemical pathways, mainly focused
on determining the quantitative input=output behaviour of bio-systems, rather than on
a detailed description of the stages in pathways. In most of these models, reactions
are represented by stochastic (continuous or discrete) processes, and Monte-Carlo al-
gorithms [14,15] drive the evolution of the system. Among these proposals, we only
mention E-cell [55], Bio-calculus [41] and Gepasi [35] that have a graphical implemen-
tation, in which users can insert pathway models and run their simulation in a single
framework. The output of these tools shows the variation of the concentration of the
compounds involved while the pathway proceeds.
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Finally, there is the problem of storing the large amount of data available on bio-
chemical pathways [1,4,22,26–29,32,34,43,54]. These archives oJer a large amount of
static information about pathways, their relations and their evolution. The aim is to
share as much as possible formal biochemical knowledge, instead of informal natural
language descriptions (e.g. textbooks as [16]). Many of these repositories are usable
through the Internet (e.g. [26,29,43]), making the data stored worldwide available in a
standard presentation. A successful example of standardization is de-ned through XML
[56], a meta-language that oJers standard ways to de-ne markup languages. Several
groups use it for exchanging biochemical models (e.g. SBML [22] and CellML [4]).
Tightly connected to the above, there is the de-nition of which kind of information is
necessary to describe a pathway. First proposals are in [27,34] that de-ne ontologies
to identify biochemical concepts and formalize relationships between them.
8. Conclusions
We gave the -calculus a non-standard reduction semantics, in which reductions
have labels. A mechanical interpretation of them provides us with the causal rela-
tions between the transitions in a computation. Besides its interest in se, a causal
reduction semantics receives motivation from its ability to faithfully describe biochem-
ical processes. In fact, the dynamic analysis of this kind of speci-cations can predict
“real” biological evolutions at a certain degree of accuracy [47,52]. We demonstrated
that causality enhances the precision of such simulations, through two simple examples,
that however suQces to make our point. The description of the networks of proteins we
considered shows the potential interactions between them, stage by stage. The causal
behaviour of the -processes used coincide with the experiments in vitro. In our ex-
amples, there is a single computation; of course our abstract semantics produces all
the possible computations, covering all the evolutions of the system. Another way to
improve accuracy of modelling biological systems is by endowing the -calculus with
spatial information. In Section 5, we have shown a naive approach to a description
of compartments. Transitions may only occur when the involved processes are “close”
enough. A matter of fact quantitative aspects and causality are orthogonal, so they can
be combined together. As shown in [9,42], our proved semantics provides us with the
basis for a single framework permitting accurate qualitative and quantitative descrip-
tions and analyses of biochemical process. The designer writes a single speci-cation
and, without changing it, s=he can derive these diJerent descriptions of its evolution.
We claim that our modelization makes biochemical descriptions simpler (cf. Fig. 4)
than those relying on other models, e.g. [11,12,17,28,30], because here we establish
a close link between each interaction of proteins and each step in the system evolution.
A (semi-)automatic tool is under development, that supports the de-nition of a bio-
chemical system as a -calculus process, its execution and the display of the resulting
pathway(s) in a graphical form, similar to the one used for Petri Nets. Among the fea-
tures of our tool, there should be the possibility of changing the grain of the graphical
representation by grouping together families of reactants or of reactions. In this way,
long or complex pathways can be represented at diJerent levels of detail, so enhancing
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the readability of the representation, even in presence of many interacting components
(see Fig. 6). Also, diJerent views of the same pathway should be displayed, e.g. with
or without quantitative information. Finally, it could be hard representing in a single
screen all the many diJerent computations that may arise from the same biochemical
process being modelled: our tool will oJer its users a facility for interactively choosing
among them.
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Appendix A.
A.1. SOS semantics
Denition A.1 (Syntax). Let N be a countable in-nite set of names ranged over by
a; b; : : : ; x; y; : : : with N ∩{}= ∅. We also assume a set X of agent identi;ers ranged
over by X; X1; : : : . Processes (denoted by A; B; C; : : : ∈A) are built from names ac-
cording to the syntax
A ::= 0 | :A |A+ A |A|A | (x)A | [x = y]A |X (y1; : : : ; yn);
where  may be either x(y) for input, or xy for output (where x is the subject and y
the object) or  for silent moves. Hereafter, the trailing 0 will be omitted.
Syntax is quite similar to that introduced in Section 2. X (y1; : : : ; yn) is the def-
inition of constants (hereafter, y˜ denotes y1; : : : ; yn). Each agent identi-er X has a
unique de-ning equation of the form X (y1; : : : ; yn)=A, where the yi are distinct and
fn(A)⊆{y1; : : : ; yn} (see below for the de-nition of free names fn).
Congruence rules also are quite similar to those de-ned in Section 2 for standard
-calculus, except for the fact that parallel composition is neither associative nor com-
mutative.
The late operational semantics for the -calculus (see Table 3) is de-ned in the
SOS style (the symmetric rules for Com0 and Close0 are omitted), and the labels of
the transitions are  for silent actions, x(y) for input, xy for free output, and x(y)
for bound output. We will use  as a metavariable for the labels of transitions (it is
distinct from , the metavariable for pre-xes, though it coincides in two cases).
The notions of free names fn() is as in Section 2, and fn(x(y))= {x; y} and
bn(x(y))= ∅.
A.2. Comparing SOS and reduction semantics
In showing that the reduction and the SOS semantics coincide on close processes, the
following two lemmata help, one for each semantics, having exactly the same meaning
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Table 3
Late proved SOS transition system for the -calculus
Act : :A
−→S A Ide :
A{y˜=x˜}  −→S A′
X (y˜)  −→S A′
; X (x˜)=A
Par0 :
A  −→S A′
A|B ‖0 −→S A′|B
; bn(‘( ))∩ fn(B)= ∅ Sum :
A  −→S A′
A+ B  −→S A′
Par1 :
A  −→S A′
B|A ‖1 −→S B|A′
; bn(‘( ))∩ fn(B)= ∅ Res :
A  −→S A′
(x)A  −→S(x)A′
; x =∈ n(‘( ))
Com0 :
A
















; y =∈ fn(B)
and shape. They show that it is possible to single out the sub-processes active in a
transition, by only inspecting its label; similarly for their residuals.
Lemma A.1. (a) A
#−→S B if and only if




if and only if
A@#‖i#0 ≡ x(w):A0 + C0; A@#‖1−i#1 ≡ x〈y〉:A1 + C1;
B ≡ A[#‖i#0 → A0{y=w}][#‖1−i#1 → A1]:
Proof. (a) In order to establish item (a) of the lemma, we prove the following more
general statement. Let A a process, A≡ ( I)A′, with A′ free of restrictions. Then
∀; #ˆ: A′ #ˆ−→S B′ iJ A′@#ˆ ≡ :A′′ + C; B′ ≡ A′[#ˆ → A′′] (*)
We proceed by induction on the length of #ˆ.
(Base) #ˆ= /. A′@/=A′ −→S B′ iJ A′≡ :A′′ + C and B′≡A′′. Immediate, because
only the axiom Act can occur.
(Induction step) Suppose now that #ˆ= ‖0#ˆ′ (resp. ‖1#ˆ′). We have that the transition
t=A′
‖0#ˆ′−→S B′ was deduced using rule Par0 with premise t′= Aˆ′ #ˆ
′
−→S Z for some Z ,
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and so t is on the form A′≡ Aˆ′|D ‖0#ˆ
′
−→S Z |D≡B′ for some D. Now we can apply to t′




′ ≡ :A′′ + C;
Z ≡ Aˆ′[#ˆ′ → A′′]:
We can then conclude that
A′@#ˆ = A′@‖0#ˆ′ ≡ Aˆ′@#ˆ′ ≡ :A′′ + C;
B′ ≡ Z |D ≡ Aˆ′[#ˆ′ → A′′]|D ≡ A′[‖0#ˆ′ → A′′]:
(b) (⇐) Because of item (a), we have that
(i) A@#‖i #0x(w)−→ S(A@#‖i)[#0 →A0] iJ A@#‖i#0≡ x(w):A0 + C,
(ii) A@#‖1−i #1x〈y〉−→ S(A@#‖1−i)[#1 →A1] iJ A@#‖1−i#1≡ x(w):A1 + D.
So, from (i) and (ii) we can deduce
(A@#‖i)|(A@#‖1−i) 〈#0x(w);#1x〈y〉〉−−−−−−−−→S(A@#‖i)[#0 → A0] | (A@#‖1−i)[#1 → A1{y=w}]




(A@#‖i)[#0 → A0] | (A@#‖1−i)[#1 → A1{y=w}]:
(⇒) Reversing the argument above.
The following proposition says that for every process of our enriched -calculus,
there exists another one in which addresses respect the structure of the processes.
Proposition A.1. ∀P: ∃A process s.t. P≡ Pˆ= T (A).
Proof. By induction on the shape of P:
• #0 or #X (y): then A is on the form 0 or X (y), respectively, and the proof is trivial;
• P0 + P1, (x)P0, [x=y]P0: then by induction hypothesis there exist Pˆi≡Pi, i ∈
{0; 1} and Ai s.t. T (Ai)= Pˆi. Therefore A is on the form A0 + A1, (x)A0, [x=y]A,
respectively, and the induction hypothesis suQces;
• ‖iBP0 | ‖1−iBP1. If i=0 then let Pˆ=P; otherwise let Pˆ= ‖1−iBP1 | ‖iBP0. In
both cases the induction hypothesis suQces.
The following lemma is analogous to Lemma A.1, applied for the reduction seman-
tics.




if and only if
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P@#‖i#0 ≡ x(w):P0 + R0; P@#‖1−i#1 ≡ x〈y〉:P1 + R1;
Q ≡ P[#‖i#0 → P0{y=w}][#‖1−i#1 → P1]:
Proof. (b) The transition
P
#〈‖i#0x(w);‖1−i#1x〈y〉〉−−−−−−−−−−−−→R Q
can be deduced starting from the rule Com, followed by application of other rules. By
Proposition A.1 we have that ∃Pˆ such that Pˆ@#‖i#0≡ x(w):P0+R0 and Pˆ@#‖1−i#1≡
x〈y〉:P1 + R1 (because ∃A:T (A)= Pˆ and T (A)@#‖i#0 = x(w):P0 + R0, symmetrically
for Pˆ@#‖1−i#1). Any other rule only adds context in the conclusions and never change
the label. So the thesis follows immediately. The same arguments prove (a).
The equivalence between the SOS and the reduction semantics follows from the
lemmas above.
Theorem A.1. Let  −→S the relation de;ned in the SOS semantics of [8]. Then,
A  −→S B i= T (A)  −→R T (B).
Proof. ( =#) (⇒) Lemma A.1 ensures that A #−→S B if and only if A@#≡ :A′+C
and B=A[# →A′]. Proposition A.1 says that for A; A0; C and B there exist “equivalent”
P; P0; R and Q. Finally, Lemma A.2 establish that P
#−→R Q if and only if P@#≡ :P′+
R and Q=P[# →P′]
(⇐) Reversing the argument above. ( =#〈‖i#0x(w); ‖1−i#1x〈y〉〉): If the processes
A; B stipulate a communication with a label #〈‖i#0x(w); ‖1−i#1x〈y〉〉, then, due to
Lemma A.1, we can deduce
A@#‖i#0 ≡ x(w):A0 + C0;
A@#‖1−i#1 ≡ x〈y〉:A1 + C1;
B ≡ A[#‖i#0 → A0{y=w}][#‖1−i#1 → A1]:
But due to Proposition A.1 and Lemma A.2, we have that the same happens to extended
processes
T (A)@#‖i#0 ≡ x(w):T (A0) + T (C0);
T (A)@#‖1−i#1 ≡ x〈y〉:T (A1) + T (C1);
T (B) ≡ T (A)[#‖i#0 → T (A0){y=w}][#‖1−i#1 → T (A1)]:
The thesis follows.
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